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 The concept of machine learning generate best results in health care data, it 

also reduce the work load of health care industry. This algorithm potentially 

overcome the issues and find out the novel knowledge for development of 

medical date in health care industry. In this paper propose a new algorithm 

for finding the outliers using different datasets. Considering that medical data 

are analytic of mutually health problems and an activity. The proposed 

algorithm is working based on supervised and unsupervised learning. This 

algorithm detects the outliers in medical data. The effectiveness of local and 

global data factor for outlier detection for medical data in real time. 

Whatever, the model used in this scenario from their training and testing of 

medical data. The cleaning process based on the complete attributes of 

dataset of similarity operations. Experiments are conducted in built in various 

medical datasets. The statistical outcome describe that the machine learning 

based outlier finding algorithm given that best accurateness.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Outlier recognition is significant themes in data mining, the aim of discovery pattern that happen 

rarely as opposite to other data mining methods [1]. An outlier is derived significantly from inconsistent of a 

dataset [2]. The significance of outlier finding is in the sight of the truth so as to outliers can offer raw 

patterns and precious information about a dataset. Present research cover the fields of outlier discovery along 

with credit card fraud finding, network intrusion exposure, crime discovery, medical analysis, and detecting 

unusual parts in image processing [3]. 

Unsupervised outlier detection, is normally classified into distance-based [4], [5], density-based [6], [7], 

and distribution-based [3] procedures. This approach finds each data points are produced by a definite 

arithmetical model, but outliers do not accept this type of model. This method was preliminarily investigated 

by Knox and Ng [5]. In local information of the dataset differ to the global parameters. Density-based 

method was at first discussed by Breunig et al. [6]. Based on their local point density, local outlier factor is 

assign to every data point. The data point with a far above the ground for the local (LOF) value is described 

as an outlier. The clustering-based methods are unsupervised, they d not require any labeled training data, 

and their appearance in outlier discovery is restricted.  

Many real-world applications may come across dissimilar cases for a small set of objects are labeled 

as outliers to a certain class, but the greater part of data are unlabeled. Significantly improve the efficiency of 

outlier detection, little bit of proper knowledge is required [8]-[10]. So semi supervised methods to outlier 
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recognition have been urbanized to undertake such type of scenario, which have been consideration of a well-

liked track of outlier discovery. 

The last three decades, different types of machine learning approaches are proposed like an ant 

colony optimization, artificial neural networks, particle swarm optimization, evolutionary calculation and 

support vector machine (SVM). We concentrated on unsupervised methods that have been projected for 

outlier recognition in this literature. In density based spatial clustering with noise was used to generate 

numerous data segments by the unique characteristic space X into N dissimilar parts.  

Amoli et al. [11] define unsupervised inventory for depressive symptomatology (IDS) for quick 

network, this type of network recognize zero attacks. The major engine of the density-based spatial clustering 

of applications with noise (DBSCAN) clustering identifies attacks and the second one set up the botnet under 

dissimilar protocols. The estimation of proposed mock-up, two obtainable datasets was used for checking. 

These accessible models was evaluated and also compared with multiple approaches like k-means and 

DBSCAN outlier detection techniques. In these approaches [12] recognize uncharacteristic behaviors in 

network and system log data also. A survey of machine learning methods for detection techniques discuss by 

Buczak and Guven variety of approaches [13], and explain the significance of the datasets for training and 

testing IDS. Nisioti et al. [14] provide unsupervised methods for anomaly type of IDS; it was obtainable and 

compared characteristic selection for intrusion detection.  

The study is organized into different sections. Section 2 state the health care system architecture 

with training and testing. Section 3 deal with outlier detection using machine learning algorithm. Section 4 

discusses the real world outlier data detection results. Conclusion of the study is presented in the last section. 
 

 

2. HEALTH CARE SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

Medical data profiling is often found in different sources of real time fields. Preprocessing of the 

data is essential for every real time data for remove noise. In health care industry predictive analytics is one 

of the significant issues. This paper focus on proper analysis of data using machine learning algorithm [15]. 

The diagram describe the training and testing phase of health care system. At first level, the medical history 

of patients and medical check outcomes are collected. Pre-process the data before applying the machine 

learning algorithms. The attributes related to the knowledge is practical in the training phase. The model is 

experienced with pre definite dataset and authority using dissimilar metrics and likelihood ratio set up [16].  

Figure 1 describes the training and testing phase of health care system. At first level, the medical 

history of patients and medical check outcomes are collected. Pre-process the data before applying the 

machine learning algorithms. The attributes related to the knowledge is practical in the training phase. In 

testing phase check the similarity of new patients features and validates the data. The model is experienced 

with pre definite dataset and authority using dissimilar metrics and likelihood ratio set up. 
 

 

 
Figure 1. Training and testing phase for health care system 

 

 

3. OUTLIER DETECTION USING MACHINE LEARNING ALGORITHM 

3.1.   Feature engineering 

Feature engineering included the difference between current initial value of patient data and the final 

value, second one is difference between current medical data value and find the last five values average, and 

finally machine learning clustering feature based on hundred groups on the aforesaid. If the data is not 

normalize, decreased the performance of the models. The following Figure 2 represents the discovered 

outliers shown in red points for the local outlier factor trained on 0.5% dataset [17].  

Figure 2 represents the detected outliers based on the random forests algorithm trained on the 0.5% 

anomaly dataset and Figure 3 shows the detected outliers for the isolation forests models trained on the 0.5% 

dataset. Figure 4 shows the detected outliers for the isolation forests models trained on the 0.5% dataset. 

Discovered outlier (x) for the isolation forest (FF) feature form trained on the 0.5% outlier dataset. 
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Figure 2. Discovered outlier (x) for the local (LOF) form trained on the 0.5% outlier dataset 
 

 

 
 

Figure 3. Discovered outlier (x) for the random forest (RF) feature form trained on the 0.5% outlier dataset 
 

 

 
 

Figure 4. Discovered outlier (x) for the isolation forest (IF) feature form trained on the 0.5% outlier dataset 
 

 

3.2.   Simulated data performance 

Every algorithm trained on 0.5% outlier dataset for train and test performances. Create the training 

and testing dataset in ratio of 80:20 come apart of the data. Sample parameters used a series of loops that 
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connected through modify in every relevant parameter specified the model. This type of changes permitted 

for us to assess the importance of features to the model and crop any unrelated features in the process.  

The proposed algorithm is a plain and well-liked clustering algorithm. It uses distance and a 

minimum number of points per cluster to classify a point as an outlier. The robust algorithm thusmakes dual 

predictions: it checks the point is outlier or not. To refine the predictions, check the all clusters other than 

outlier cluster. Euclidean distance function will be the default used for calculations.  

Euclidean distance based method for outlier detection indirectly the neighborhood of an object; it is 

define by a given radius. A distance based on the threshold can be treated as a neighborhood of object. For 

each object o, we can discover neighbors of an object. Normally, let r(r>0) be a threshold distance and ∅ 

(0<∅<1) be a threshold fraction.  
 

dist = 
‖𝑜′𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡(𝑜,𝑜′)≤𝑟‖

‖𝐷‖
≤ ∅ (1) 

 

The second approach takes O (n²) time,  

 The density of an object and that of its neighbors examine by weight based outlier detection technique.  

 So many real world data sets are complex structure. Compare to global data, local neighborhoods are 

better to measure outliers among objects.  

The density-based outlier detection methods concentrate on density values of neighbor points. 

dist_k(o) is a distance between object o, and KNN. The k-distance neighborhood of o, consider as an entire 

objects of the distance to o, it is less than dist_k(o). 
 

𝑁𝑘(𝑜) = [𝑜|𝑜′ ∈ 𝐷, (𝑜, 𝑜′) ≤ 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑘(𝑜)] (2) 
 

Find out the average distance from the objects in Nk(o) to o. If o has indicated close neighbors o’ such 

that dist (o, o’) is tiny distance, due the numerical fluctuations of the distance calculate can be very high. So 

normalization methods applied for overcome the current issues. 
 

reachdistk(o,o′) = max[distk(o), dist(o, o′)] (3) 
 

k is a user-specified parameter and it specify the minimum neighborhood to be check the local 

density of an object. The local density of an object o is,  
 

lrd(o) = 
‖𝑁𝑘(𝑜)‖

∑ ′𝑜 ∈𝑁𝑘(𝑜)𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑐ℎ𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑘(𝑜,𝑜′)

 (4) 

 

we calculate the density for an object of local reachability and compared with its neighbors to spell out the 

degree to which the object is recognized an outlier. The above algorithm is working procedure as similar to 

existing ones. But the difference in efficiency and suitable dataset with different data sizes. 
 

𝐿𝑂𝐹𝐾(𝑜) =  
∑ ′𝑂 ∈𝑁𝑘(𝑜)

𝑙𝑟𝑑𝑘(𝑜′)

𝑙𝑟𝑑𝑘(𝑜)

‖𝑁𝑘(𝑜)‖
 (5) 

 

3.3.   Proposed algorithm 

begin 

Step1: from cluster1 import ML-A 

Step2: outlier1_detection = ML-A ( eps = .2 

Step3: measurement=”euclidean”,  

Step4: min_samples = 5, n_jobs = -1) 

Step5: clusters = outlier_detection.fit_predict (num2) 

end 
 

 

4. RESULTS WITH REAL WORLD OUTLIER DATA DETECTION  

In real world scenario medical data analysis is most important for generate accurate result. In this 

research predict the real time results for detecting the outliers. Before predicting the results, check the 

previous status of the existing data. This algorithm low sensitivity in primary task, after that generate good 

results. Outlier detection model is implemented suitable real time medical data. The training and testing 

process is similar to data mining approach for pre processing of data, training of data and testing with 

training data, finally validate the data and generate accurate results. 
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The proposed models are suitable for 2.5% outlier dataset. The LOF find out at the top end of the 

medical data range for outliers. In this research to find radio frequency (RF) and intermediate frequency (IF) 

of outliers from given data [18]. The model trained on 2.5% of dataset performed in the same way its 

counterpart that was trained on the 0.5% of outlier dataset. It is important to mention the ideal equilibrium 

between hit and false alarm rate will based on the task-related penalties of the outlier recognition. The 

outcome of dissimilar training dataset not changes in the pattern classification. The objective of this job 

access the potential performance of algorithm based on outliers. Visualized presentation of the model on a 

novel and real-world medical data samples, noted difference across the multiple models, and to conclude 

differentiate presentation based on which data the model was trained.  

In this research based on real world considerations, we apply this type of approaches for algorithm 

utilization is too high and it accepts parallel processing also. The throughput of the algorithm supports the 

processing and distribution of the data in computing resources [19], [20]. The current research skilled to use a 

classification rule for detection of outliers, and all the way through a validation of medical data. In Table 1 

we represent the comparisons of different methods for detecting outliers. Among these methods, proposed 

novel approach proves the better than traditional approaches.  

Figure 5 is a graph represents the comparisons of different methods for detecting outliers. Among 

these methods, proposed novel approach proves the better than traditional approaches. In my proposed 

concept generate better results compare to more methods in presence of feature space and efficiency.  

The computational complexity is very less in proposed machine learning (ML) approach. Here practical 

applicability is not discussed because dependency factor based on model of the data and size of the data in 

machine learning. The comparison of different technical result available here. Out of these our proposed 

results state separately. The dataset of this research paper taken from kaggle website, for our research.  
 

 

Table 1. Comparison of outlier detection methods 
Methods Computational Complexity Efficiency Feature Space Practical applicability 

Statistical Methods [21] High Complex Low Single Variable Statistical data 

Parametric Methods [22] Low Complex Moderate Single Variable Prior knowledge of data sets 

Non Parametric methods 

[22] 

Low Complex Moderate Single / Multi Variable profile of the data required 

Distance Methods [23] Nil High Multi Variable Relation of individual points 

Density Methods [24] Complex High Multi Variable Relation of points and nearest 

neighbor too 

Cluster Approach [25] Low Complex High Single / Multi Variable clustering of similar data 

Neural networks [26] Nil Very High Multi Variable Simple training data 

Proposed ML approach Nil Very High Single / Multi Variable Based on data size 

 

 

 
 

Figure 5. Graph representation of outlier detection methods 
 

 

5. CONCLUSION 

The concept of machine learning generate best results in health care data, it also reduce the work 

load of health care industry. This algorithm potentially overcome the issues and find out the novel knowledge 

for development of medical date in health care industry. In this paper recommend a novel method for finding 

the outliers using different medical datasets. Considering that medical data are analytic of health 

complications. The proposed approach is working based on supervised and unsupervised learning. This 

algorithm detects the outliers in medical data. The effectiveness of local and global data factor for outlier 

detection for medical data in real time. Whatever, the model used in this scenario from their training and 

testing of medical data. The cleaning process based on the complete dimensional attributes of dataset of 
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similarity operations. Experiments are conducted in built in various medical datasets. The statistical results 

show that the machine learning based outlier recognition algorithm provided that finest accuracy.  
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